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Biographical Sketch

William Hugh Kenner was born in 1923 at Peterborough, Ontario, to Mary (Williams) Kenner and Henry Rowe Hocking Kenner, a school principal and instructor of Greek and Latin. He studied under Marshall McLuhan at the University of Toronto where he received a BA (1945) and MA (1946, gold medal in English). He then attended Yale University where his PhD dissertation, *The Poetry of Ezra Pound*, received the Porter Prize in 1950.

After completing his degrees, appointments followed at Santa Barbara College (later University of California at Santa Barbara), 1950-1973; Johns Hopkins University, 1973-1990, as Andrew Mellon Professor of Humanities; and the University of Georgia, where he was Franklin and Callaway Professor of English from 1990 until his retirement in 1999. Kenner has also held visiting professorships at the University of Michigan (1957), the University of Chicago (1962), the University of Virginia (1964-1965), and the Northrop Frye Chair at the University of Toronto (1985). He received honorary doctorates from the University of Chicago and Trent University, two Guggenheim fellowships (1956, 1963), and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature (1956).

Unlike most of his fellow academics and literary critics, Kenner knew personally, and collaborated with, many of the subjects about whom he has written. In a conversation with Ezra Pound in the early 1950s, Pound insisted, "You have an obligation to visit the great men of your own time." Kenner took this admonition literally and over the years has visited and befriended many of the major figures of literary modernism, including Samuel Beckett, William F. Buckley, T. S. Eliot, Wyndham Lewis, William Carlos Williams, and Louis Zukofsky. Kenner's circle of contacts also included prominent figures outside of the modernist movement, such as Guy Davenport, Buckminster Fuller, Marshall McLuhan, and Charles Tomlinson. In addition, Kenner has written extensively, sometimes definitively, about Joseph Conrad, William Faulkner, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ford Madox Ford, Henry James, James Joyce, J. M. Synge, Evelyn Waugh, H. G. Wells, Virginia Woolf, and William Butler Yeats.

Considered the premier scholar and critic of literary modernism of his generation, Kenner's career spans 50 years during which he has produced 25 books (and contributed to at least 200 others), nearly a thousand periodical contributions, and numerous other publications, sound recordings, and broadcasts. He is generally acknowledged as the pre-eminent authority on Ezra Pound and one of the major voices of James Joyce scholarship. The 1951 publication of his Yale dissertation *The Poetry of Ezra Pound* was the first serious book on the subject to be published in America, and *Dublin's Joyce* (1955) and *Joyce's Voices* (1978) are considered classics in Joyce criticism.

Kenner's numerous articles and publications on modernist studies examine the movement in broad terms in a manner accessible to a general readership: *The Pound Era* (1971) outlines international modernism, *A Homemade World* (1975) analyzes American modernist writers, *A Colder Eye* (1983), the Irish modernists, and *A Sinking Island* (1988), the English modernists. Fellow professor, critic, and writer Guy Davenport summarized, "Kenner gave us a way to read Pound, as he has given us a way to read..."
Joyce and Beckett. This is not to say that these are the only way to read these writers: What Kenner does best is show us how to read, and how to appreciate what we read. A critic cannot hope for more success."

The scope of Kenner's critical thought ranges across American and English intellectual history. He has written on mathematics, science, technology, and visual arts. *Bucky: A Guided Tour of Buckminster Fuller* (1973) is a non-academic introduction to Fuller's theories of cosmic order and its physical properties. Kenner's book reviews for *Byte* magazine (1986-1993) examined computer technology for a general readership, and his *Art and Antiques* magazine column (1984-1992) provided cultural context for art, history, and theory. His critical works on popular culture and film include *Chuck Jones: A Flurry of Drawings* for the University of California at Berkeley "Portraits of American Genius" series, and articles on Buster Keaton. With his expertise in the modernist movement of the early 1900s and technology and culture of the later 1900s, Kenner has created a body of work touching on many of the leading movements throughout the twentieth century.

Sources:


Scope and Contents


The Subject Files series is the largest of the three, constituting one half of the Kenner papers. It includes a large number of papers and articles by colleagues of Kenner and topical files on individuals and subjects related to Kenner's academic interests. The Works series contains various drafts, contracts, and correspondence for books, articles, lectures, reviews, and introductions by Kenner. The smallest series, Correspondence, largely comprises incoming letters to Kenner. Some incoming correspondence and third-party correspondence is located throughout the papers and several correspondents have letters in more than one location. The Index of Correspondents at the end of the finding aid should be consulted to locate correspondence.
The vast majority of the materials are in English, although Chinese and Japanese ideograms are present in the Ezra Pound materials and small amounts of Greek, Latin, Gaelic, Italian, German, and French are located throughout the papers.

The bulk of the papers date from the late 1940s to the early 1990s. A very few items date as early as 1916, but these are generally photo reproductions of items or copies of letters.

The papers are generally in good condition except for occasional stains and smudges, some identified as food and drink spills or mold growth. Most of these materials have been placed in protective sleeves or photocopied and discarded. Although the Ransom Center Conservation Department has treated some of the manuscripts for mold, dormant spores may still be present and patrons sensitive to mold may consider wearing gloves and a dust mask while handling certain files.

**Series Descriptions**

**Series I. Works, 1943-1994, n.d.**

The Works series is divided into four subseries: Books, Articles and Lectures, Reviews, and Introductions. The Books subseries makes up the bulk of the series and contains notes, typescript drafts, galley proofs, and small amounts of correspondence and clippings. The materials document Kenner's numerous published works on Ezra Pound, James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Buckminster Fuller, mathematics, computing, poetry and literature in general, and other interests. Also included are typescript fragments for several unpublished books and one screen treatment. The files are arranged alphabetically by title with the majority of materials consisting of typescript drafts and fragments with hand written corrections by Kenner. A small amount of correspondence is included with many of the works, usually fan mail or letters and contracts from Kenner's publishers. General research notes and materials for Beckett, Fuller, Joyce, Pound, and others are located in the Subject Files series and complement the files found in this series. Kenner's academic papers and dissertation from Yale University are also located in the Subject Files series.

The Articles and Lectures subseries contains offprints, tearsheets, and photocopies of articles written by Kenner for magazines, newspapers, journals, and encyclopedias such as Harpers, Art & Antiques, The New York Times, Byte, Shenandoah, and Encyclopaedia Britannica. Also included are several short radio scripts used on National Public Radio and typescripts and notes for lectures and talks on computers, Joyce, Pound, and symbolism. As in the Books subseries, correspondence is sparse and predominately from editors and publishers, with some fan mail. One exception is for the 1964 Saturday Evening Post article "Don't Send Johnny to College," which generated a large number of letters from readers and numerous requests for use and reproduction. The materials in this subseries date from the early 1940s to the early 1990s and are arranged alphabetically by title.

The Reviews subseries contains book, movie, and software reviews written by Kenner and is similar to the Articles and Lectures subseries in date range and types of materials. The reviews appeared in The Los Angeles Times, London Times, Poetry, Inquiry, and many of the same publications noted under Articles and Lectures. This subseries is arranged alphabetically by the name of author of the work reviewed.

The Introductions subseries consists of one box of typescripts and correspondence related to book forewords and sound recording liner notes written by Kenner. Arrangement is alphabetical by author or by title when the author is unknown. Author correspondence is included with several of the titles.

**Series II. Correspondence, 1946-1993, n.d.**
Correspondence is divided into two subseries: Incoming and Outgoing, with Incoming correspondence further divided into Personal, General, and E-mail. The majority of the Personal correspondence comes from Kenner's colleagues or close acquaintances and documents literary activities and projects. Included in this section is correspondence from such notable figures as Samuel Beckett, T. S. Elliot, Buckminster Fuller, Ezra Pound, Charles Tomlinson, William Carlos Williams, and Louis Zukofsky. Some of these individual's letters include third party correspondence between themselves and someone other than Kenner. Other third party correspondence, mostly photocopied, is located under the individual's name in the Subject Files series.

General correspondence contains routine requests and comments from fans and students, and business letters regarding Kenner's publications and travels. There is some overlap with the Personal correspondence, particularly with individuals whose correspondence covers several years and who became more closely connected to Kenner or his work over time. There is also some overlap with the Works files, with letters from publishers and from fans.

E-mail correspondence consists of printout correspondence mostly from colleagues and students at academic institutions and includes discussions from computer and literary online lists.

The small amount of Outgoing correspondence (two folders) mirrors the Incoming Personal and General correspondence, although there are no outgoing letters to the above notable figures. The files contain mostly carbons and photocopies of the original letters.

Both incoming and outgoing correspondence is arranged alphabetically. Additional correspondence is located throughout Kenner's papers and an Index of Correspondents is provided. The index lists all incoming letters to Kenner and select third party correspondence from well-known writers such as Beckett and Pound.


Subject Files contain the most varied materials, both in format and content. Kenner's interests in mathematics, computers, art, literature, and education are all well represented and often files in one area of interest overlap with another. One example is "Fqwrd," a computer program written by Kenner that could read a text file and make an alphabetical list indicating the frequency of each word's occurrence. Kenner used the program to create a printout of vocabulary usage by James "Joyce" in *Ulysses*. Although it is Joyce related, the printout is located under the "Computer Printout" heading, not under the Joyce heading. Overlap also occurs due to the interrelationship of many of the individuals studied by Kenner. For example, Pound materials can be found under the T. S. Eliot heading and vice-versa.

The bulk of the subject files consist of single files containing offprints and photocopies of reviews, papers, journal articles, and book chapters sent to Kenner by colleagues and students. Many of these works contain a short note or letter to Kenner about the work, sometimes asking for his comment. The files are arranged alphabetically by the author of the work and are interfiled with subject files on various topics and individuals.

The topical files include headings such as "Haiku," "Irish," ""Clippings"," "Conferences and Seminars"," and ""Yale"." Included in these files are notes, brochures, memorabilia, and other general material. Clippings include general clippings on various topics as well as interviews with and articles about Kenner. The Conferences and Seminars files document meetings on general literary topics. Conference material on specific individuals such as Beckett, Joyce, or Pound are located under the heading for that individual. The Yale files include notes and papers from Kenner's graduate studies, and a carbon typescript of his 1950 dissertation *The Poetry of Ezra Pound*.

The topical subject files do not contain the same depth of material that is found in the subject files
on specific individuals, such as Samuel Beckett, Basil Bunting, Guy Davenport, T. S. Eliot, Buckminster Fuller, James Joyce, Wyndham Lewis, Ezra Pound, William Carlos Williams, and Louis Zukofsky. These files contain copies of works by and about the individuals, Kenner's research materials, clippings, and copies of correspondence.

James Joyce files make up the largest grouping in the series and consist primarily of copies of *Finnegans Wake* fragments, clippings on the Hans Walter Gabler edition of *Ulysses*, and articles about Joyce and his works. Despite the greater volume, the Joyce files lack the depth and variety found in files on other modernist writers that Kenner actually knew and interacted with, such as Beckett, Eliot, Pound, and William Carlos Williams.

The second largest grouping of materials documents Buckminster Fuller, who like Kenner pursued a great variety of interests throughout his life. The Fuller files contain works by and about Fuller, copies of Fuller patents, clippings and brochures regarding geodesic structures, and numerous files and notes on mathematic models and principles. Much of this was likely used as background material for Kenner's books on Buckminster Fuller and geodesic math, and like many of the subject files complements files found in the Works series.

Most of the files on specific individuals contain little if any original material created by the individual. Exceptions are a typed 1959 manuscript for "Measure" with William Carlos Williams' hand written notes and signature; typescript fragments for *Mercier et Camier* and a mimeo typescript for *Film* both with Samuel Beckett's hand written notes and corrections; and Congressional Records on Ezra Pound's war broadcast with Pound's notations, and several pages on ideograms and Confucian odes with hand written notes by Pound. In addition, the Davenport file contains 30 original pen and ink drawings by Davenport, some including correspondence to Kenner.

Other than the Davenport file, the subject files on famous individuals contain no original correspondence. The letters in the files are generally photocopies or transcriptions made by Kenner or others. Original correspondence between Kenner and these individuals is located in the Correspondence series.

---

**Arrangement**

Due to size, this inventory has been divided into two separate units which can be accessed by clicking on the highlighted text below:

Hugh Kenner Papers--Series I through Series II [Part I] [This page]

Hugh Kenner Papers--Series III through Index of Correspondents [Part II]

---

**Index Terms:**

**Correspondents**

Buckley, William F., 1925

Bunting, Basil

Cartier-Bresson, Henri, 1908
Davenport, Guy
DeWitt, Miriam Hapgood, 1906-1990
du Sautoy, Peter
Eliot, T.S. (Thomas Stearns), 1888-1965
Fuller, R. Buckminster (Richard Buckminster), 1895-
Gabler, Hans Walter, 1938
Hesse, Eva, 1936-1970
Jolas, Maria, 1893-1987
Laughlin, James, 1914-
Lewis, Wyndham, 1882-1957
MacGregor, Robert
McClung, William J.
McCluhan, Marshall, 1911-
Meacham, Harry M. (Harry Monroe), 1901-1975
Moore, Marianne, 1887-1972
Muggeridge, Malcolm, 1903-
Pound, Dorothy
Pound, Omar S.
Ransom, John Crowe, 1888-1974
Shapiro, Karl Jay, 1913-
Terrell, Carroll Franklin
Tomlinson, Charles
Williams, William Carlos, 1883-1963
Zukofsky, Celia Thaew
Zukofsky, Louis, 1904-1978

Organizations
   Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
   New Directions (Brookfield, Conn.)
   Sterling Lord Agency

Subjects
   Beckett, Samuel, 1906-
   Davenport, Guy
Eliot, T.S. (Thomas Stearns), 1888-1965
Fuller, R. Buckminster, (Richard Buckminster), 1895-
Joyce, James, 1882-1941
Lewis, Wyndham, 1882-1957
Williams, William Carlos, 1883-1963
Zukofsky, Louis, 1904-1978

English literature, 20th century, History and criticism
English poetry, 20th century, History and criticism
Geodesic domes

**Document Types**

- Audio tapes
- Bibliographies
- Broadsides
- Contracts
- Christmas Cards
- Drawings
- Galley proofs
- Patents
- Photographs


Anthology of English Literature [unpublished]

Holograph and typed notes, n.d.  
Box 1 Folder 1

Mimeo typescript outline and introduction, n.d.  
Folder 2

Typescript draft fragment, n.d.  
Folder 3

Early typescript and photocopy draft

Section I, n.d.  
Box 1 Folder 4

Section II, n.d.  
Folder 5

Section III, n.d.  
Folder 6-7

Section III, n.d.  
Box 2 Folder 1

Section IV, n.d.  
Box 2 Folder 2-3

Section V, n.d.  
Folder 4

Section VI, n.d.  
Folder 5

Section VII, n.d.  
Folder 6

Intermediate typescript and photocopy draft

Section I, n.d.  
Box 2 Folder 7

Section II, n.d.  
Box 3 Folder 1

Section III, n.d.  
Folder 2-4

Section IV, n.d.  
Folder 5-6

Section V, n.d.  
Box 4 Folder 1

Section VI, n.d.  
Folder 2

Section VII, n.d.  
Folder 3
Correspondence and contracts, 1969-1984

The Art of Poetry (1959)

Carbon copy typescript, 1959

Correspondence and contracts, 1952-1987

Bucky: A Guided Tour of Buckminster Fuller (1973)


Draft fragments, 1972, n.d.

Carbon copy typescript, n.d.

Typescript printer's copy with corrections, 1973

Typescript continued

Photographs and illustrations

Galley proofs, n.d.


Clippings, 1973-1976

Chuck Jones: A Flurry of Drawings (1994)

Final manuscript, ca. 1994

Printer's copy, ca. 1994

Correspondence and contracts, 1990, n.d.

A Colder Eye (1983)

Early typescript draft fragments, n.d.

Intermediate manuscript fragments, 1981-1982
Late manuscript, n.d.

Late manuscript continued, n.d.

Final draft mimeo manuscript with design notes, 1982

Printer's copy, n.d.

Printer's copy, n.d.

Master galley proofs with corrections, 1982

Duplicate galley proofs, 1982

Galley proof fragments with corrections, 1983

Corrected master galley proofs, 1983

Duplicate galley proofs, 1983

Page proofs with corrections, 1983

Page proof fragments, 1983

Blue sheets, 1983

Dust jacket dummies, n.d.


8 in. floppy disk, n.d.

*The Counterfeiters: An Historical Comedy* (1968)

Research notes, n.d.

Holograph and typescripts drafts, 1965, n.d.

Mimeo typescript, n.d.
Galley proofs, 1985, n.d.

Printer's markup and cover, n.d.

Page proofs, n.d.

Dust jacket, ca. 1968

Correspondence, 1966-1985, n.d.


*Dublin's Joyce* (1956)

Incomplete carbon typescript with corrections, n.d.

Gatherings with corrections, 1955

Correspondence, 1950-1987


*Geodesic Math and How to Use It* (1976)


Draft fragments with corrections, n.d.

Early incomplete photocopy typescript, n.d.

Intermediate typescript, n.d.

Intermediate typescript continued

Late incomplete typescript, n.d.
Photographs and illustrations, n.d.                         Folder 4
Dust jacket dummy, n.d.                                  Folder 5
Correspondence, 1972-1988, n.d.                         Folder 6-7
Clippings and reviews, 1976-1981, n.d.                  Box 16 Folder 1

*Gnomon: Essays on Contemporary Literature* (1958)

Correspondence, 1957-1972                              Box 16 Folder 2
Clippings and reviews, 1958                            Folder 3


Typescript draft fragments, 1983-1984, n.d.            Box 16 Folder 4
Typescript, 1983                                       Folder 5
Photocopy typescript with corrections, 1983            Folder 6
Target proof fragments, n.d.                           Folder 7
Correspondence and contracts, 1980-1986, n.d.          Folder 8
Clippings and reviews, 1985, n.d.                     Folder 9

*Historical Fictions* (1990)

Dust jacket, ca. 1990                                  Box 16 Folder 10
Clippings and reviews, 1990                            Folder 11

*A Home-made World* (1975)

Notes, n.d.                                            Box 16 Folder 12
Incomplete typescript and mimeo copy drafts, n.d.  

Galley proofs, n.d.  

Dust jacket dummies, n.d.  

Correspondence and contracts, 1973-1978  

Clippings and reviews, 1975-1978  

A Hundred Years of Joyce [unpublished]- typescript introduction and correspondence, 1977-1981  

*The Invisible Poet: T. S. Eliot* (1959)  

Research notes, n.d.  

Early composite manuscript fragments, n.d.  

Carbon copy typescript fragment, n.d.  

Incomplete carbon copy typescript, n.d.  

Dust jacket dummy, n.d.  

Correspondence, 1954-1969, n.d.  

Clippings and reviews, 1959-1960, n.d.  

James Joyce: Critique in Progress [unpublished]- correspondence, 1950  

*Joyce's Voices* (1978)  

Photographs, n.d.  

Jacket blurbs, n.d.  

Clippings and reviews, 1978-1980

*Mazes* (1989)

- Photocopy composite manuscript, 1988
- Dust jacket, n.d.
- Correspondence, 1989
- Clippings and reviews, 1989

*The Mechanic Muse* (1987)

- Typescript draft fragment and layout, 1986, n.d.
- Correspondence, 1985-1986
- Clippings and reviews, 1987

The Night World [unpublished]- holograph and typescript fragments, n.d.

*Paradox in Chesterton* (1947)

- Correspondence and contracts, 1947-1976
- Clippings and reviews, 1947-1949

*The Poetry of Ezra Pound* (1951)

- Typescript draft fragments, n.d.
- Galley proofs, n.d.
- Correspondence, 1948-1985, n.d.
- Clippings and reviews, 1951-1986, n.d.

*The Pound Era* (1971)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research materials and notes, 1963, n.d.</th>
<th>Box 19</th>
<th>Folder 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typescript and carbon draft fragments, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial notes, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimeo typescript with corrections, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 6-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimeo typescript continued</td>
<td>Box 20</td>
<td>Folder 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon typescript printer's copy, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 2-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon typescript continued</td>
<td>Box 21</td>
<td>Folder 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs and illustrations, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 2-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galley proofs, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page proofs, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 5-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust jackets, n.d.</td>
<td>Box 22</td>
<td>Folder 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clippings and reviews, 1972-1980, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A Reader's Guide to Samuel Beckett* (1973)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon typescript fragment with corrections, n.d.</th>
<th>Box 22</th>
<th>Folder 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, 1969-1972</td>
<td>Folder 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rhyme [unpublished]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite draft fragments, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draft fragments continued</td>
<td>Box 23</td>
<td>Folder 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, 1975-1981, n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seventeenth Century Poetry (1964)

Notes and carbon typescript draft fragments, n.d.  
Box 23  
Folder 4

Correspondence and contracts, 1961-1987, n.d.  
Folder 5


Box 23  
Folder 6

Composite draft fragments and notes, n.d.  
Folder 7-8

Draft fragments continued  
Box 24  
Folder 1

Composite draft with corrections, 1961  
Folder 2

Carbon typescript with corrections, 1961  
Folder 3

Galley proofs, 1961  
Folder 4

Dust jackets, n.d.  
Folder 5

Correspondence, 1958-1986, n.d.  
Folder 6

Clippings and reviews, 1962-1983  
Folder 7

German language clippings and reviews, 1964-1969  
Folder 8

Scrunch Inc. [unpublished]- typescript fragments, n.d.  
Folder 9

A Sinking Island (1988)

Notes, 1986  
Box 24  
Folder 10

Mimeo typescript fragment, 1986  
Folder 11

Incomplete mimeo typescript, 1986  
Folder 12
Incomplete typescript continued

Typescript draft with corrections, 1986

Page proof fragment, n.d.

Dust jacket dummies, n.d.

Correspondence, 1984-1988, n.d.

Clippings and reviews, 1988-1989


*The Stoic Comedians* (1962)


Incomplete composite draft, n.d.

Carbon typescript printer's copy, n.d.

Illustrations, n.d.

Galley proofs, 1962


Clippings and reviews, 1963-1986


Notes and editorial recommendations, 1963, n.d.

Correspondence, 1960-1962
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuscript Collection MS-2270</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Ulysses</em> (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes and corrections, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typescript draft fragments with corrections, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typescript draft fragments continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typescript draft with corrections, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimeo typescript, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimeo typescript printer's copy, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimeo typescript continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page proofs, 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust jackets, n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence and contracts, 1973-1987, n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Vulgar Streak* [not produced]- carbon typescript screen treatment, n.d. | **Folder 7** |

*Wyndham Lewis* (1954)  

Notes and page proof fragment, n.d. | **Folder 8** |

Correspondence and contracts, 1950-1965 | **Folder 9** |

Clippings and reviews, 1954-1955, n.d. | **Folder 10** |

*Zukofsky's Eye* [unpublished]- contract, 1979 | **Folder 11** |

B. Articles and Lectures, 1943-1993, n.d. |
"Affairs of the Heart," Art & Antiques, 1990  
Alex Comfort article, New York Times Magazine, 1974  
"The Amazing World of Mazes," Discover, 1986, (manuscript titled "Getting In and Out")  
"Antics in Hartford," Art & Antiques, 1989  
Antin, Cats & C., Vort, 1974  
"Approaches to the Artist as a Young Language Teacher," 1975  
"Approaching Pascal," n.d.  
"Art: Paintings of Mother: Variations on a Universal Theme," Architectural Digest, 1988  
"As the World Turns," Art & Antiques, 1986  
"Automated Out?," *National Review*, 1959

"Avian Dandies," *Art & Antiques*, 1990


"Beckett at 80," *The Irish Times*, 1986

"The Beckett Landscape," *Spectrum*, 1958

"Beckett, Samuel" *Encyclopedia America*


"Beckett Translating Beckett: Comment C'est," n.d.

"Beginners' Corner," 1978

"Bellow: A Wry Laugh at High Moments," *Baltimore Sun*, 1976

"Berlitz Days," *Renascence*, 1983

"Bicycles for the Mind," *Byte*, 1991

"The Big Picture," *Byte*, 1990

"The Bigger They Are," *Art & Antiques*, 1984

Bill Wimsatt festschrift, 1971

"Biography on the Ground Rules," *National Review*, 1959

"Bloom's Chest," n.d.

"Bloom's Chest," n.d.

"Bloomsday in Trieste," *Life*, 1971

"The Book as Book," *Christianity and Culture*, 1970

"The Broken Mirrors and the Mirror of Memory," n.d.

"Brooklyn's Braque," *Art & Antiques*, 1992

"Bucky Fuller: An Overview," 1993


"Bucky Fuller at 80," n.d.

"Budget Word Processing," *Sextant*, 1981

*Buss*, Heath Company Computers newsletter, contributions, 1982-1985

"Buster Keaton: In Memoriam," *National Review*, 1966


"The Cartesian Centaur," *Perspective*, 1959

Censorship essay, ca. 1959


"Chaplin Obit.," n.d.


"Chesterton at 110," n.d.


"Communication, Information Attention," n.d.

"Communications," *Shenandoah*, 1955


"Con and Icon," *Art & Antiques*, 1989


"Cribbed Out of Meredith," n.d.


"The Cybernetics of Art," 1975

"Criticism," *Encyclopaedia Britannica*, 1958

"D.P. Remembered," *Paideuma*, 1973

"A Dan Pooh Bah," *Art & Antiques*, 1987
"Dante tra Pound ed Eliot," Il Verri, 1964

"Dead Letter Office," Art in America, n.d.

"Decoding Roland Barthes," Harper's, 1980

"The Department of Factual Verification," National Review, 1987

"Design: The Big Picture," Art Center Review, 1988

"The Devil and Mr. Lewis," Shenandoah, 1955

"Disconnected Numerousness," Ironwood, 1985

"The Distance from Normal," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Divine Comedian," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Does the Walking Do the Fingers?," Byte 1990

"Don't Send Johnny To College," The Saturday Evening Post, tearsheets and correspondence, 1964

"Dr. Kenner Tells of a Visit with Wyndham Lewis, Artist-Writer," Santa Barbara News-Press, 1957

"Drafts and Fragments and the Structure of the Cantos," Agenda, n.d.

"The Drama of Utterance," Migrant, 1960

"Dream Weaver," Art & Antiques, 1991

"The Dutch Connection," n.d.
"A Dutch Messiah," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Ear Culture," Harper's, 1988

"Earth's Attic," Art & Antiques, 1986


"Einstein Commemoration," National Public Radio, photocopy typescript and correspondence, 1979

"Electronic Books," Byte, 1993

"The Electronic Muse," ACH-ALLC address, 1993

"Eliot and the Thunder," 1984


"Eliot and the Voices of History," n.d.


"English," n.d.

"English" Peterson's Guide to Graduate Programs in Humanities and Social Sciences, 1991

"The Enormous Hole," n.d.


"European Snapshots," 1965

"The Examiner's Eye," *Conradian*, 1987


"The Exploding Duck and Other Primal Tales," *National Review*, 1978


"Ez Po Evolving," n.d.

"Ezra Pound," *Collier's Encyclopedia*, 1959

"Ezra Pound," *Contemporary Poets of the English Language*, 1969


"Ezra Pound and the Light of France," *Yale French Studies*, 1953


"Ezra Pound und das Geld," *Neue Deutsche Hefte*, 1966

"Ezra Pound's Commedia," *Dante Among the Moderns*, n.d.

"Faces to the Wall," *Shenandoah*, 1954

"Fafnir and After," *California Librarian*, 1970

"Father of the Vamp: Betty Boop's Creator Turns 100," Art & Antiques, 1990

"Feast of Feasts," Art & Antiques, 1990

"Fiction of Free-Fall," Johns Hopkins Magazine, 1986

"First Prize," Art & Antiques, 1990

"A Form of Intelligence," n.d.


"A Fractal Accelerator," 1987

"Frank Budgen: The Man Joyce Trusted," A Wake Newsletter, 1972

"Frank Lloyd Wright's Tree of Life," Art & Antiques, 1985

"Frank Stella," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Frontier Romans," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Fuller Birthday," National Public Radio, 1979


"George Oppen: In Memoriam," Poetry Project, 1984

"Georgia O'Keeffe," Art & Antiques, 1986

"Gerontion," Spectrum, 1958

"Getting from Then to Now," 1987
"Getting it Wright," Art & Antiques, 1990

"Ghosts of Argenteuil," Art & Antiques, 1985


"Glimpses of All of It," National Review, 1980

"God, Swahili, Bandicoots, and Euphoria," Scholarly Publishing, 1974

"Golden Glitches," Art & Antiques, 1989

"Goodbye, Dali," Art & Antiques, 1989

"Greek Tragedy," Arion, 1968

"Ground Rules for the Canto Culture," The Televort, 1976

"The Gulliver Game," Spectrum, 1966

"Guy Davenport," Margins, 1973


Holland, Larry- memorial service correspondence and notes, 1980

"Homer's Sticks and Stones," n.d.


"Horizontal Chords," Sumac, 1970

"A Horse of the Air," Art & Antiques, 1984

"The Horses of Somewhere-Between," Art & Antiques, 1985

"How the Cruiser Was Grounded and Finn MacCool Returned," *National Review*, 1977


"Humanitas," 1963

"If I Had a Name Like Her," n.d.  


"In Darkest Self-Similarity," *Byte*, 1990


"In Search of Novelists and Other Literary Mysteries," *Zeniada*, 1982

"In Sickness and Health," n.d.

"In the Wake of the Anarch," *Shenandoah*, 1956

"La Incención de China," *La Gaceta*, 1985


"Inventing the Rhinoceros," *Art & Antiques*, 1988

"The Invention of the 'Other'," *Conjunctions*, 1984
"Inverse Columbus," n.d.

"Irish," n.d.


"Jaina Riddles," 1986

"James Joyce: Comedian of the Inventory," *Perspectives on Fiction*, 1968

"The Jazz of Jaz," *Pound as Wuz*, 1987

"John Barth and the Postmodern Colloquium," University of Florida, 1981


"John Quidor's Spooks," *Art and Antiques*, 1987

"The Jokes at the Wake," Wesleyan College, 1979


"Joyce and Eliot," n.d.

"Joyce and Ibsen's Naturalism," *The Sewanee Review*, 1951

"Joyce and Modernism," *Approaches to Teaching Joyce's Ulysses*, 1993

"Joyce and Pyrrhonism," *Boston University Journal*, 1977

"Joyce and the Celtic Consciousness," n.d

"Joyce and the 19th Century Linguistic Explosion," Third Joyce Symposium, 1971

"Joyce, James," *Encyclopedia of World Literature*, 1963
"Joyce's Anti-Selves," *Shenandoah*, 1953

"Joyce's `Exiles'," *The Hudson Review*, 1955

"Joyce's Parables," n.d.  
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"Joyce's Portrait--A Reconsideration," *The University of Windsor Review*, 1965

Joyce's *Ulysses*, *The Explicator*, 1952


"Lapidary Fingers," n.d.  
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"The Last European," n.d.

"The Last Lecture," *Johns Hopkins Magazine*, 1982

"The Last Wave," *Art & Antiques*, 1988

"Learning," n.d.

"Learning Not to Forget," *The World and I*, 1992


"Letters in Space Age," *Spectrum*, 1959
Lewis, Wyndham Lecture notes introduction, 1957 Obituary (manuscript)

*Lexicon der Literatur I*, Joyce article, 1959

*Lexicon der Weltliteratur II*, Lewis, Pound, and Williams articles, ca. 1955


"Light on August," n.d.

"Light, Our One Absolute," *Johns Hopkins Magazine*, 1979

"Lightning at Stratford," *National Review*, 1962

"Lingering Tastemasters," *National Review*, 1965

"Lisping in Numbers," n.d.

"The Look of a Page," 1980

"The Look of a Queen," n.d.

"Looking for the Golden Age," *Johns Hopkins Magazine*, 1976


"Love in Brooklyn," *Paideuma*, 1978

"Machinespeak," *The Language Now*, 1980

"Madness, Madness," Art & Antiques, 1989

"Magic and Spells," *The Ordering Mirror: Readers and Contexts*, 1993


"The Man of Sense as Buster Keaton," *The Virginia Quarterly Review*, 1965

"The Man with the Battered Hatbox," *Art & Antiques*, 1985


"Manuscript To Be Placed in a Bottle," *Spectrum*, 1957

"Mao or Presumption," *Shenandoah: An Anthology from the First 35 Years*, n.d.

"The Masters of the Age, How Are They Now?," n.d.


"Meditations on Possessions," *Salmagundi*, 1990

"Memory Refreshed," *National Review*, 1961

"Mimesis Reconstructed," n.d.


"Mocking a King," *Art & Antiques*, 1988
"Modernism and What Happened to It," *Essays in Criticism*, 1987


"More Double-Precision Trig Functions," *Sextant*, 1984


"Mr. All-of-It," *Art & Antiques*, 1988

"Mr. Eliot's Cubist Aesthetic," n.d.


"My Interface with IBM," *National Review*, 1974

"The Mystery in Furniture," n.d.

"Neatness Doesn't Count After All," *Discover*, 1986

"The Necessity of Invention," *National Review*, 1957

"New Criticism," *Encyclopedia Britannica*, 1967


"New Subtlety of Eyes," n.d.

"The Next Hundred Years," *MMLA Bulletin*, 1977

"No Mistakes Allowed," *Art & Antiques*, 1992


"Number for the Eye," Art & Antiques, 1991

"Ode from the Echo Chamber," National Review, 1965

"Ode to Dr. Seuss," Art & Antiques, 1988

"Oktoberfest, Mit Chaser," National Review, 1970

"Olivier's Othello," National Review, 1966


"100 Years of Joyce," The Sun, 1982

"One Reel a Week," Film Quarterly, n.d.

"One Tranquil Moment," Art & Antiques, 1985

"One-Way Song," n.d.

"Oppen: The Little Words," n.d.

"The Order of Disorder," Art & Antiques, 1986


"Parodies Regained," n.d.

"The Pedagogue as Critic," The New Criticism and After, 1975

"Perils of an Assistant Professor," n.d.

"Personal Glimpses," Reader's Digest, 1986


"Picketing the Stupidity Factory," 1973

"The Pisan Cantos 30 Years After," University of Durham, 1979


"Play," 1964

"Please Welcome My Next Idea," Harper's, 1982

"Plurality's Paradise," Art & Antiques, 1988

"The Poet as a Crowd Master," 1968

"The Poetic of Detail," Gerard Manley Hopkins Annual, 1992


"The Poetics of How-To," n.d.


"The Poetics of the Frontier," 1975

"Poets at the Blackboard," The Yale Review, 1982


"The Possum in the Cave," 1980

"The Possum's Tailor," *GQ*, 1985


"The Pot of Broth," n.d.  


"Pound and Homer," *Ezra Pound Among the Poets*, 1988

"Pound at Spoleto," Spoleto Recordings, 1967


"Pound, Ezra Loomis," *Encyclopaedia Britannica*, 1957


"Pound: 'Fake Is Fatiguing'," *Clarion Ledger-News*, 1972


"Pound on Joyce," *Shenandoah*, 1952


"Proposition on Fellowships, the Academy, and the Climate of Opinion," *The Exchange*, 1963

"Prufrock of St. Louis," *Prairie Schooner*, 1957


"Queries," *Paideuma*, n.d.

"Query," *A Wake Newsletter*, 1972


"Reading with Your Ears," *Washington Times Magazine*, 1985

"The Real Thing," n.d.

"Rebuttal to the Rebuttal," n.d.

"Rectitude and Certainty," *Art & Antiques*, 1984


"Remembering Sam," n.d.

"Responsibilities," n.d.

"The Revenge of the Void," *The Hudson Review*, 1953


"The Rhythm of Ideas," *Sagtrieb*, 1984


"The Rose in the Steel Dust," *Hudson Review*, 1950


St. Olaf College Computer Symposium


"The Scholar's Attic," *The Library Chronicle of the University of Texas*, 1983


"A Scrap of Paper," Art & Antiques, 1985

"Scrutiny," n.d.

"Search for Joyce," Prairie Schooner, n.d.


"Self-Similarity, Fractals, Cantos," 1987


"Serenity of the Seen," Art & Antiques, 1990

"Setting the Records Straight," The American Spectator, 1978

"The Several Sorts," Discover, 1986

"Shades of January," Art & Antiques, 1992

"Shades of Syntax," n.d.

"Shakespeare's Birthday," National Public Radio, 1979

"Shem the Textman: the Languages of Joyce," 1992

"The Shock of the Nude," Art & Antiques, 1988

"A Sigh over a Pig," Art & Antiques, 1988

"Sign on a White Field," 1982

"Silent Million," Soundings, 1973

"Sincerity Kills," 1977

"Sioux Chief," *Art & Antiques*, 1985

"1680 Words on Duncan's Words," *Ironwood*, 1983

"Some Notes" and "More on the Seven Lakes Canto," *Paideuma*, 1973


"Some Uses of Expatriation," 1992


"Sound of Sense," *Paideuma*, 1980


"Sphinx as Fanny Hill," *Triumph*, 1967

"Stalking the Wild Bourgeois," 1983

"Star Wars on the Metrical Front," 1993


"A Stele for Hephaestus," *Poetry*, 1972

"Sticks and Strings: Some Structural Curiosities," 1974


"A Stilton Catechized upon a Table," *National Review*, 1961
"Strange Loops," 1981

"A Study in Mauve," Art & Antiques, 1986


"Sweeney and the Voice," Forum, Spring 1959

Symbolism lectures, n.d.  
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*The Symbolist Tradition* teaching materials

"Syntactic Rituals," 1974
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"Taxonomy of an Octopus," 1980


"Teaching Poetry," 1987

"Temoinage sur E. P.," 1958

"Tensegrity," Johns Hopkins Magazine, 1971

"That's All Folks," n.d.

"There and Back Again," Art & Antiques, 1990

"Thirteen Ways of Looking," 1963

"This Year's Poems," Ellipsis, 1982

"Thomas: A Record of His Sayings," n.d.

"Thomas Kinsella: An Anecdote and Some Reflection," Genre XII, 1979

"The Three Deaths of Yeats," 1986

"Thrones," n.d.

"Thundering Canons," n.d.


"Tour de Force," Art & Antiques, 1989

"Tourist Traps," Art & Antiques, 1989

"Tourspeak," Harper's, 1979


"Translation," n.d.

"A Travesty Generator for Micros," Byte, 1984

"Tribute to Thomas H. Carter," Tribute, 1964


"Tumult of the Limbs," Harper's, 1983

"Two Critics," n.d.

"Type's Cast: Joyce and his Mechanical Muse," Harper's, 1968

"Ulysses de Luxe," Art & Antiques, 1987


"Understanding Expo," National Review, 1967

"Understanding McLuhan," National Review, 1966
"Unpurged Images," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Unpurged Images," The Hudson Review, 1956

"The Urban Apocalypse," 1972

"The View from the Attic," n.d.

"Violating the Sentence," Art & Antiques, 1987

"Voices in the Night," Spectrum, 1961

"Vortex and After," n.d.

"Wallace Stevens," National Public Radio, 1979

"The War with Time," Shenandoah, 1953


"We Are the Clay," Art & Antiques, 1992

"What Ever Happened To Profanity?," National Review, 1978

"What Is Criticism For?," n.d.


"What UC Used to Have," The Undergraduate, 1943

"When Academe Ran a Fever," The American Spectator, 1977

"When I was in School, Science..." Science and Children, 1988

"When the Bloom Is on the Hirsch," n.d.
"Where Are the Irish Artists?," Art & Antiques, 1993

"The Wherefores of How-To," Harper's, 1984

"Who Was Leslie Fielder?," Harper's, 1982

"Who's He When He's at Home?," n.d.


"Williams, William Carlos," Encyclopaedia of World Literature, 1963

Wimsatt, Bill- Festschrift, 1971


"Winslow Homer," Art & Antiques, 1986


"Words about Words," n.d.

"Words in the Dark," 1956

"Wordsworth and Ossian," n.d.


"Writing by Numbers: `Hemingway's Letters'," Harper's, 1981

"Wyndham Lewis: The Artist as Outsider," n.d.


"Yeats and the Beats," n.d.

"Yoruba Twins," *Art & Antiques*, 1991

"Zen and the Art of Assembly," *Byte*, 1990

"Zukofsky, Lewis," n.d.

"Zukofsky, Oppen, and the Poem as Lens," n.d.

Unidentified, n.d.  
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Bayley, John. Shakespeare and Tragedy, 1981

Beckett, Samuel

Collected Poems in English and French; Four Novellas; Ends and Odd and Knowles, James, ed. Journal of Beckett Studies. Hibernia, 1977

Dream of Fair to Middling Women. The Washington Times, 1993


Bellow, Saul. The Dean's December, 1982

Bergonzi, Bernard


Buckley, William F., Jr.


Budgen, Frank. Myselves When Young. Life, 1970

Bunting, Basil


Burns, Edward, ed. Gertrude Stein on Picasso, 1971

Butterick, George F.


The Maximus Poems, by Charles Olson. Inquiry, 1980

Callenbach, Ernest. Living Poor with Style, n.d.

Campbell, Roy. Light on a Dark Horse. Poetry, 1953


Carpenter, Edmund. They Became What They Beheld; Oh, What a Blow that Phantom Gave Me; and Eskimo Realities. New York Times Book Review, 1973


Davenport, Guy
DaVinci's Bicycle, n.d.

The Geography of Imagination. Harper's, 1981

Herakleitos and Diogenes. Quest, 1980

Tatlin! National Review, 1975

Davie, Donald

Ezra Pound: Poet as Sculptor. American Literature, 1964


DeVries, Peter. The Cat's Pyjamas and Witch's Milk, n.d.

Dewdney, A. K.


The Armchair Universe. Byte, 1988


Donoghue, Denis. We Irish: Essays on Literature and Society. Washington Times, 1986

Drabble, Margaret, ed. The Oxford Companion to English Literature. The Washington Post, 1985

Dubos, Rene. A God Within. Life, 1972


Eliot, T. S.

*The Cocktail Party and The Confidential Clerk. Poetry*, 1954

*The Elder Statesman. Poetry*, 1959

*Notes toward the Definition of Culture*, n.d.

*On Poetry and Poets National Review*, 1957

*To Criticize the Critic: Eight Essays on Literature and Education. National Review*, 1966


Ellmann, Richard, ed.


*Ulysses on the Liffey*, n.d.

Empson, William

*Collected Spiders. Poetry*, 1950

*The Structure of Complex Words. Hudson Review*, 1950

Everson, William


Faulkner, William


Fuller, R. Buckminster.

*Critical Path*, 1981

*Intuition. Life*, 1972


Glasheen, Adeline. *A Census of Finnegans Wake.* Prairie Schooner, 1957

Glasser, Ronald. *365 Days.* Life, 1971


Goeranzon, Bo and Magnus Florin. *Dialogue and Technology.* Byte, 1991


Gross, Milt. *He Done Her Wrong.* National Review, 1963


Hamsun, Knut. Various works, Life, 1972

Hardison, O. B., Jr. *Disappearing through the Skylight,* 1967
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"Hellas without Helicon," various greek translations, n.d.

Herring, Phillip F., ed. *Joyce's Ulysses in the British Museum*, n.d.


Heymann, C. David


*End of Torment: A Memoir of Ezra Pound. Inquiry*, 1979


Hodgart, Mathew, ed. *A New Voyage to the Country of the Houyhnhnms by Lemuel Gulliver. Life*, 1970


"Junk Food," various works, n.d.


Kermode, Frank

*An Appetite for Poetry*, 1990


*King Kong*, movie review. National Review, 1976


Kostelanetz, Richard

*The End of Intelligent Writing: Literary Politics in America*. National Review, 1975


Levine, Lawrence. Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America, n.d.

Levy, Steven. Artificial Life: The Quest for a New Creation. Byte, 1992

Lewis, Wyndham

Self-Condemned. Nine, 1956


Library of America Series. Harper's, 1982


McAffè, John and Colin Hayes. *Computer Viruses, Worms, Data Diddler, Killer Programs, etc*. Byte, 1990


Mead, Margaret. *Blackberry Winter: My Earlier Years*, n.d.


Miller, J. Hillis. *Thomas Hardy: Distance and Desires*. *Nineteenth Century Fiction*, 1971


Moore, Marianne

*Fables of La Fontaine*. *Poetry*, 1954


Morgan, Elaine. The Descent of Woman. Life, 1972

Morris, Desmond. Intimate Behavior. Life, 1972


Murphy, William M. Prodigal Father: The Life of John Butler Yeats. Quest, 1978


Neimark, Paul. She Lives! Life, 1972


Norman, Charles. Ezra Pound, 1960

The Norton Anthology of English Literature, n.d.


O'Fauláin, Seán. The Collected Stories of Seán O'Fauláin. Inquiry, 1984


"Penguins in Buskin," various greek translations, n.d.


Pirsig, Robert M. *Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance*. Time, 1974


Pound, Ezra


*The Pisan Cantos*, n.d.

*The Spirit of Romance and Guide to Kulchur*. Poetry, 1953


"RACTOR" software review, *Byte*, 1987


Robinson, Derek. *Goshawk Squadron*, n.d.


Schirmer, Gregory A. *The Poetry of Austin Clarke*, n.d.


Sheff, David. Game Over, n.d.


Smullyan, Raymond. The Lady or the Tiger?, Alice in Puzzleland, and 5000 B.C. and Other Philosophical Fantasies. Harper's, 1983

Snodgrass, W. D. Six Troubadour Songs and The Führer Bunker, n.d.


Sorrentino, Gilbert

Mulligan Stew II. Harper's, 1979


Stern, Richard

Stitch. Chicago Review, 1966


Sutherland, Donald. On Romanticism. Los Angeles Times, 1971


Taubes, Susan. Divorcing, n.d.

Tomlinson, Charles

The Necklace, n.d.

Seeing Is Believing, n.d.

William Carlos Williams: Selected Poems, 1984

Trilling, Lionel. The Middle of the Journey. Los Angeles Times Book Review, 1976

Trueblood, Carol and Donna Fenn, eds. The Hazards of Walking, and other Memos from Your Bureaucrats. The American Spectator, 1983

Tufte, Edward R. Envisioning Information. Byte, 1992


"Whatstar" software review, 1988


Wickes, George, ed. *Durrell and Miller: A Private Correspondence*, n.d.


Williams, William Carlos

*Paterson, Parts I-IV. Poetry*, 1952

*Paterson, Book Five and Heal, Edith. I Wanted to Write a Poem*. 1959

*Selected Essays. The Hudson Review*, 1955


Wright, James. *To a Blossoming Pear Tree*, n.d.


Zukofsky, Louis


*All the Collected Short Poems, 1956-1964*. n.d.

Applewhite, E.J. *Cosmic Fishing*, n.d.


Carter, Thomas H.

*Ezra Pound: The Quality of Affection*, n.d.

Introduction for unidentified work on William Carlos Williams, n.d.


Eliot, T. S. *Murder in the Cathedral*, sound recording, ca. 1968

*Ezra Pound Reading His Translation of "Confucian Odes,"* sound recording, ca. 1970

Joyce, James

*A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man*, 1967

*A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man*, 1991


*Selected Poems, Desmond Egan*, ca. 1992

*Selected Poems of Irving Layton*, ca. 1977

*The Translations of Ezra Pound*, 1952-1954


Unidentified [re: Zukofsky], n.d.
Series II. Correspondence, 1946-1993, n.d.


Buckley, Christopher and William F. Jr., 1961-1993, n.d  
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Folder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Howard- Kappell</td>
<td>1959-1993</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Box 45 Folder 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughlin, Ann and James</td>
<td>1949-1991</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Anne Wyndham and</td>
<td>1949-1964</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipking- McHugh</td>
<td>1950-1992</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Box 46 Folder 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mead- Montiegel</td>
<td>1951-1991</td>
<td></td>
<td>Folder 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood- Moore</td>
<td>1954-1989</td>
<td></td>
<td>Folder 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olsen- Poirier</td>
<td>1951-1993</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Box 47 Folder 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pound, Dorothy</td>
<td>1948-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>Folder 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pound, Ezra</td>
<td>1948-1959</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 3-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pound, Ezra</td>
<td>1948-1959</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Box 48 Folder 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid, John and Peggy</td>
<td>1950-1984</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>Folder 3-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Zukofsky, Celia and Louis, 1960-1979
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